Considering the importance of cost reduction in the petroleum industry, especially in drilling operations, this study focused on the minimization of the well-path length, for complex well designs, compares the performance of several metaheuristic evolutionary algorithms. Genetic, ant colony, artificial bee colony and harmony search algorithms are evaluated to seek the best performance among them with respect to minimizing well-path length and also minimizing computation time taken to converge toward global optima for two horizontal wellbore cases: (1) a real well offshore Iran; (2) a well-studied complex trajectory with several build and hold sections. A primary aim of the study is to derive less time-consuming algorithms that can be deployed to solve a range of complex well-path design challenges. This has been achieved by identifying flexible control parameters that can be successfully adjusted to tune each algorithm, leading to the most efficient performance (i.e., rapidly locating global optima while consuming minimum computational time), when applied to each well-path case evaluated. The comparative analysis of the results obtained for the two case studies suggests that genetic, artificial bee colony and harmony search algorithms can each be successively tuned with control parameters to achieve those objectives, whereas the ant colony algorithm cannot.
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Introduction
Optimizing the wellbore length of a multi-directional well requires algorithms that not only find the minimum length, but do so quickly and effectively, taking into account operational limitations in design. Hence, the execution time of algorithms should be taken into account in addition to their ability to find the optimum well trajectory in a reproducible manner. This study compares several established metaheuristic optimization algorithms in terms of both their ability to achieve an acceptable objective function value (i.e., wellbore length subject to operational constraints applied) and the algorithms' computer execution times. Heuristic algorithms seek "acceptable" solutions to optimization challenges by "trail-and-error" taking a "reasonable" amount of computational timing. What constitutes "acceptable" and "reasonable" is clearly subjective and to an extent depends upon the nature of the optimization task addressed and the context and urgency in which an optimal solution is being sought. Heuristic methods generally do not guarantee finding the best or global optimum, i.e., their solutions often could be improved upon if more computational time were dedicated to the task. However, in many applied operational applications a "good/acceptable" solution may be a rapidly determined local optima situated close to the global optimum. Hence, heuristic algorithms that search local regions of a feasible solution space detecting local optima form important components of metaheuristic methods.
The term metaheuristic refers to higher-level heuristic algorithms (e.g., Bianchi et al. 2009; Yang 2009 ) that typically combine several lower-level heuristic processes in achieving their higher-level strategic optimization objectives. High-performing metaheuristic optimization algorithms efficiently search a feasible solution space which is too large to be completely sampled in a reasonable time. As Yang (2009) explains, "intensification" and "diversification" are two key attributes of modern metaheuristics: "For an algorithm to be efficient and effective, it must be able to generate a diverse range of solutions including the potentially optimal solutions so as to explore the whole search space effectively, while it intensifies its search around the neighborhood of an optimal or nearly optimal solution." The metaheuristic optimization algorithms evaluated, in terms of wellbore designs of a complex trajectory subject to constraints, are: genetic algorithm (GA), artificial bee colony (ABC), ant colony optimization (ACO) and harmony search (HS). The results are compared to previously published work on the particle swarm optimization algorithm applied to one of the case studies evaluated (Atashnezhad et al. 2014) .
Genetic algorithms (GA) involve an evolutionary process, typically starting with a random set of feasible solutions, followed by steps of evolution, i.e., successive iterations that aim to improve their performance in terms of the objective function by modifying a number of some genetic operators, using mechanisms akin to those operating in biological evolutionary processes (Sivanandam and Deepa 2008) . GAs have been successfully applied to many nonlinear and non-smooth types of optimization challenges across many industries (Gallagher and Sambridge 1994) .
Artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) was created based on swarm intelligence and specifically the food-foraging strategies of bee colonies (Karaboga and Basturk 2007) . It has been demonstrated that algorithms based upon bee colony behaviors can solve NP-hard optimization problems (Karaboga and Basturk 2007) . Using ABC algorithms, many highly constrained and complex models, as well as models that cannot be solved with deterministic functions (i.e., are probabilistic in nature), can be solved (Karaboga and Basturk 2007) . ABC algorithms typically involve three distinct types of bees: employed bees, onlooker bees and scout bees. The location of each potential food source (or meal) is considered as a possible solution, with the objective function looking to minimize the distance/time taken to access the identified target location. In the first step of ABC algorithms, a number of random routes are selected between the hive and the specified food source (i.e., target for optimization). The shorter routes provide the employed bees with more foraging time at the food source enabling them to return to the hive with more nectar than those employed bees that have spent longer traveling. On their return to the hive, the employed bees exchange information with the onlooker bees that observe the amount of nectar each bee has collected (in nature this is achieved by a dancing ritual in the hive). The routes between hive and the target location taken by the bees returning with the most nectar are selected with higher preferences for the routes selected by the employed bees for subsequent iterations. In addition, scout bees select a new set of random routes to the specified target to avoid the algorithm becoming stuck at local optima solutions. The onlooker bees accumulate information imparted by employed and scout bees in successive iterations of the ABC algorithm (Karaboga and Basturk 2007) . According to the principles of swarm intelligence, eventually the optimal route between the hive and the specified target is found. ABC algorithms have been successfully applied to solve a number of nonlinear, non-smooth optimization challenges (Karaboga and Ozturk 2009) .
Ant colonies optimization (ACO) is also based on the behavior of social communities of insects, which operate as distributed systems that despite the functional simplicity of the individual members of the colony, a complex social organization is created by the accumulated knowledge of multiple individuals which leads to modified behavior trending toward optimal patterns (Dorigo and Stutzle 2004; Darquennes 2005) . Different components of ACO algorithms are inspired by different aspects of ant colony behavior in finding optimum routes between the colony's nest and an identified food source. Initially the ants follow random trails, but leave pheromone (or scent) along each path. The highest pheromone deposit is located on the shortest route and that encourages ants to follow that route on future journeys between the nest and the food source, reinforcing the pheromone. Overtime the pheromone deposit evaporates at a specified rate resulting in the infrequently followed routes being collectively "forgotten." As with ABC algorithms, scout ants can be employed to select some random routes in each iteration to avoid the colony becoming stuck in local optima and missing a better overall of global optimum solution (i.e., the shortest distance between nest and target location). Traditional ACO algorithms focus upon discrete optimization problems, but require modification and hybridization with other metaheuristics to efficiently solve continuous optimization problems (Hu et al. 2008) .
Harmony search (HS) algorithms apply the principles employed by musicians and composers when playing existing musical scores and striving to achieve the best combination of musical notes to produce a harmonious outcome (Lee and Geem 2005) . Musicians typically take combinations of three distinct approaches when attempting to improve on musical scores through improvisation, these are: (1) playing parts of the original score as initially written, (2) playing the sections of the piece in a close but slightly different combination of notes to the original score and (3) creating sections of the piece through random substitution of notes. Improved scores resulting from the combination of these processes are stored in a matrix known as harmony memory (HM) which is used to converge to the optimum solution (Yang 2009 ).
The metaheuristic evolutionary algorithms are widely applied to many complex and NP-hard problems that cannot be readily solved analytical models. For example, in the drilling industry GA are applied in many areas, e.g., drilling optimization, well placement, well design, anti-collision problems and ROP modeling. GA are also applicable in multi-objective problems involving several conflicting objectives, such as simultaneously optimization of drilling parameters (Guria et al. 2014 ) that focused on drilling depth, drilling time and drilling cost. The conflicting objectives together with nonlinear constraints and large numbers of variables make such problems difficult to solve with conventional methods. Some of the evolutionary algorithms are very simple to implement. For example, HS can be readily adapted to solve complex problems such as fluid injection (Khalili et al. 2013) or well placement (Afshari et al. 2013) . Also, ABC and PSO are demonstrated to be efficient at solving continuous problems, such as well placement area (Nozohour and Fazelabdolabadi 2016) . Despite their simplicity, these algorithms are robust and very fast in terms of computational running time. Among the algorithms evaluated, ACO is more suited to discrete and network optimization problems. For example, the application of ACO is gas allocation in gas lift operations (Zerafat et al. 2009 ).
All the above-mentioned evolutionary optimization algorithms have been coded in MATLAB to solve 3-D well-path design optimization problems. Each optimization algorithm includes some key parameters that require tuning (i.e., selecting optimum values that lead to better or faster performance). This tuning process is described for each algorithm applied and results are presented for various values of the key parameters for each algorithm, from which the best, or optimally tuned values, are selected. Results obtained by each optimization algorithm applied to the same complex well-path design are presented and compared. A discussion of the pros and cons associated with each algorithm applied to the well-path design optimization is also provided. MATLAB codes were all run on a PC computer with the following specifications: Intel Core i5 2430 M 2.4 GHz, 4 GB DDR3 Memory.
Well-path design problem used to test optimization algorithms
The gas or oil well-path design to be optimized by the optimization algorithms studied involves determining the combined wellbore length of a complex well involving multiple straight and curved sections of various inclinations and orientations. The objective function is to minimize the combined well bore length subject to a number of specified constraints. As measure depth drilled typically is directly proportional to the drilling cost, it follows that the shortest overall wellbore design is likely to be the cheapest, although other factors such as torque and casing design also play important roles requiring multiple objectives to be optimized (e.g., Mansouri et al. 2015) . The particular well-path targets and constraints applied are those used by Shokir et al. (2004) and further utilized by Atashnezhad et al. (2014) to illustrate the performance of tuned-PSO algorithms and Mansouri et al. (2015) to illustrate the multi-objective optimization performance of GA. The lengths of the curved sections of the wellbore in the example used are calculated by the radius-of-curvature method based on the curves being achieved at constant rates of curvature (Fig. 1) (
Operational limitations should also be taken into account, e.g., torque and drag (T&D), wear and fatigue of the drill string. For example, a deep kickoff point (KOP) reduces T&D compared to a shallow KOP. There is, therefore, a need to establish a balance between several different factors influencing a well path's design. These factors include T&D, stuck pipe, damage and wear of the drill string, wellbore cleaning and stability. For example, a carefully selected KOP may enable a well to be drilled in less time and at lower cost, but problem formations or shallow reservoir targets can place constraints on where the KOP can be located. Wellbore stability issues related to factors such as wellbore inclination and azimuth also need to be considered. Generally, wells drilled parallel to the direction of least in situ stress demonstrate better stability. Also, in cases where the difference between the maximum and minimum horizontal stress is high, wellbore sections with lower inclination are more stable. Such cases must be considered in determining the inclinations and azimuth well. Dogleg severity (DLS) should also be limited in order to lower the risks of drill pipe failure, casing fatigue and damage, etc. An increase in DLS results in an increase in lateral force that will cause damage and wear. To limit lateral force in order to prevent tool joint damage, Lubinski (1961) recommended a limitation of 2000 lb. DLS proportional to the amount of force can be calculated using Eq. (6) (Devereux 1998). where F is the lateral force, L is half length of the drill pipe and T is tensile force on the pipe at depth of interest. Thus, in the upper part of a well the amount of DLS desirable is limited. In practice, there are typically points along the trajectory where the DLS may exceed the desirable design limits and constraints need to be applied. For example, if 2° is the maximum DLS is desired, the design should consider values less than 2°.
Case studies
We considered two case studies for examining the performance of the trajectory optimization algorithms. The first case study (Case 1) is for a producing well offshore Iran. The well is a horizontal well and has two build sections. The reservoir section is located at a TVD of 1200 m from the rig's kelly bushing (RKB) and the wellbore involves a horizontal Fig. 2 The vertical plane of a horizontal well (first case study) with the operational parameters. Note that the scenario involves two build sections Fig. 3 The vertical plane of a horizontal well (second case study) with the operational parameters from Atashnezhad et al. (2014) developed from the wellbore scenario studied originally by Shokir et al. (2004) . Note that the scenario involves more than one build section and a drop-off section separating the build sections. The wellbore trajectory formulation incorporates all the sections identified in this diagram 1 3 section of 1470 m. The plan view of the well is illustrated in Fig. 2 with operational constraints listed in Table 1 . Figure 4 shows the sequence of geological formations encountered in drilling this first case study well. In the original plan for the well, the KOP is set at 125 m, in Aghajari formation, but its TVD can range from 62 to 210 m in that formation. The build section should end before the high-pressured Gachsaran formation is encountered in order to set a casing point. The second buildup should be started in the Ilam formation in order to maintain an acceptable lateral force and end before entering the reservoir zone. A long-radius design is applied in order to build angle, as this can achieve a greater offset from the surface location (Carden and Grace 2007) .
A 2000-lb maximum lateral force constraint for DLS, already discussed, is applied. Considering a typical bottomhole assembly (BHA) and drill pipe grade E for directional drilling, about 60,000 lbs can be imposed on the drill string as the maximum tension in drill string at the depth of the first build section, which results in the maximum DLS permissible for this section of about 6°/100 ft. The drill pipe at the depth of second build section experiences less tension and therefore can tolerate a higher DLS. The DLS for this second build section needs to be less than about 9°/100 ft in order to prevent drill pipe fatigue, but the long-radius build method employed results in the DLS value actually being less than 6°/100 ft. The tangent section-inclusive (TSI) method is applied to the design of the horizontal section of the trajectory. The TSI method enables TVD adjustments for differences in DLS between the overall well plan and actual well path (Garden and Grace 2007). Results from previously drilled offset wells in the field suggest that a hold angle of 30˚ to 50˚ is an appropriate inclination angle to maintain stability of the well and we apply this limitation as the geomechanical constraint for our design example. The second case study (Case 2) has been extracted from (Shokir et al. 2004 ) and also evaluated by Atashnezhad et al. (2014) . The related information and constraints have been summarized in Table 2 . The plane view of this well has been presented in Fig. 3 .
Genetic algorithm (GA)
Using a genetic algorithm that follows the main five steps, the optimization has been applied on two wellbore scenarios as mentioned before. The main steps are:
1. Initialize a set of random feasible solutions (called a sample population). 2. Calculate the objective function and then rank the solutions (i.e., best solution is rank#1).
3. Assemble high-ranking selected solutions and some randomly generated solutions to act as parents for the next generation (i.e., iteration of the GA). 4. Apply cross-over and mutation on various parent solutions and to create some new solutions to compare with the high-ranking solutions of the previous generation. 5. Rank the new generation: reject the lowest-rank solutions; retain the highest ranking solutions to perpetuate the next generation. 6. Repeat steps 2-5 until the solution converges to an optimum value or a specified number of iterations or computational time has elapsed (i.e., termination criteria are met).
The GA evaluated in this study adopts a process sequence illustrated by the flowchart shown in Fig. 5 . For coding the GA for the cases considered, a string of five-component solution for the first case study representing five variables in the trajectory design (KOP, second build depth, inclination angle and DLSs) and 12-component solution representing the 12 variables in the second case study (KOP, second and third build depth, inclination angles, azimuth angles and DLSs). This type of code construction is applied to all the algorithms considered except in ACO.
The main GA operators controlling its behavior are crossover and mutation, which involve key behavioral parameters for the algorithms. Those behavioral parameters are: (1) cross-over probability (P c ); (2) mutation probability (P m ); and (3) mutation rate. These three parameters should be set to appropriate so that the GA functions appropriately achieve the best result (Gen and Cheng 2008; Lin et al. 2003) . Such tuning of the key behavioral parameters avoids premature convergence (i.e., getting stuck at local optima) and encourages convergence toward the global optimum as quickly as possible (i.e., in the fewest iterations). Multiple runs of the GA for the example well path (see Fig. 6 ), applying a range of key behavioral parameter values, reveal that the GA performs better when the values of these parameters vary as the generations (iterations) progress rather than maintaining constant values for these parameters across all generations. The best sequence of variations applied to the behavioral parameters was found to be: (1) P m commencing at a higher value than P c and then gradually decreasing as the generation evolve; and (2). Whenever the algorithm becomes locked into a local minima, P m is abruptly increased in an attempt to release the algorithm from that local optima and continue its search for the global optimum. Table 3 lists the different values of GA behavioral parameters applied in each of the four runs shown in Fig. 6 together with the key performance results of each run. 
Ant colony optimization (ACO)
Ant colony optimization (ACO), based upon the natural behavior of ants in finding the shortest path from the nest to a specific and identified source of food, can be exploited to find the shortest path among a discrete number of alternative routes distributed in 2D or 3D feasible solution space, honoring defined constraints (Guan et al. 2016 ).
The ACO algorithm applied here to wellbore trajectory optimization is illustrated in Fig. 7 . The selection probability of a path is proportional to the following relation: Fig. 5 Flowchart of GA used for optimizing well bore length of the example well bore. Initially a set of N solutions is generated randomly and their objective function values are calculated and ranked. From the solution set, some solutions are selected as "parents" with the probability of selection proportional to the rank of their objective functions. The parents are combined and some of them are mutated or crossed over to obtain a new solution set potentially involving some solutions with better fitness/objective function values. This process is repeated for multiple iterations up to the maximum number of specified iterations Fig. 6 Objective function trends compared for variable GA behavioral parameters versus constant-value GA behavioral parameters. The four runs (Case 1) illustrated were all conducted using the same initial population, i.e., the trends all begin with the optimum for an initial random sample population at the left side of the graph. Run 4 (i.e., variable behavioral parameters) shows better performance than other runs (i.e., constant behavioral parameters). The better performance of Run 4 is characterized by it exiting local minima more rapidly than the other runs. Note that the mutation probability in the GA is obtained by the relationship
The pheromone update rule is calculated as (Guan et al. 2016): where P is probability of selection for each path, F is pheromone intensity on each path, C evp is evaporation constant and T is the incremental pheromone concentration to be added at each iteration. Suffix i refers to the ith path and n refers to the nth iteration. In each iteration, paths selected more frequently will establish, via Eqs. (6) and (7), higher pheromone concentrations. C evp refers to the effect of pheromone evaporation that prevents excessive accumulation of pheromone concentrations. Higher values of C evp result shorter run times for the algorithm, but also increase the probability of becoming trapped at a local optima. Table 4 show the results of optimization for various values of C evp . A variable C evp that decreases as the iterations increase produced an acceptable result with a compromise between algorithm run times and objective function values achieved. The value of T, Eq. (8), should be selected so as not to increase the pheromone density rapidly. In this study, T is set to 2
with the initial pheromone density set at 1, and C evp is able to vary between a range of 0.2 and 1.
In order to apply an ACO algorithm to the well trajectory design cases evaluated, it was necessary to modify the decision space. Traditional ACO algorithms are designed to optimize discrete decision spaces, and on other hand, the well trajectory design is composed of a complex and continuous decision space of various parameters such as inclinations, azimuths, doglegs and vertical depths. To convert this Initially each ant is placed at a node and the ants then move through the all nodes in order to complete the well path. The lowest-well-path length dictates the highest pheromone density, which in turn results in higher probability of selection for the next iteration continuous space into a discrete space, the permissible range of each parameter was divided into smaller sections, with each subsection considered as a node. This modification creates a large number of nodes that slows down the speed of optimization and results in the algorithm consuming high computation time. In addition, large number of nodes necessitate the deployment of larger numbers of ants, which again increases the computation time. Figure 8 shows the trend of optimization of the objective function by dividing the solution variables into sections (nodes) and deploying 10 ants. Increasing the number of ants yields better results in terms of objective function values located, but increases the computation time vice versa. It is clear that the ACO algorithm applied may produce good results for the well-path optimization problem studied here, but the running time will be very high rather than that obtained by GA in previous section. Actually ACO algorithm is structured and best suited to discrete optimization (Dorigo and Stutzle 2004) and best suited to solving problems with discontinuous decision spaces in the form of specified nodes in the space (Blum 2005 , Hatampour et al. 2013 . Although ACO can be applied to continuous domains (Socha and Doriga 2008) , it is necessary to deform the decision space of the well-path optimization problem studied here into a discontinuous space as described above. Because of high computation time associated with that approach, the ACO algorithms were not developed further. To improve the performance of ACO, one approach would be to hybridize it with other metaheuristics better adapted to deal with continuous solution spaces (e.g., Hu et al. 2008 ).
Artificial bee colony (ABC) optimization
Artificial bee colony (ABC) is a more recently developed metaheuristic optimization algorithm than ACO or GA approaches (Karaboga 2005; Karaboga and Basturk 2007, 2008; Karaboga and Ozturk 2009) . ABC is a simple evolutionary algorithm using only common control parameters such as colony size and maximum cycle number. This algorithm provides a population-based search procedure described above and expressed by the following equations summarized from Karaboga and Gorkemli (2014) :
Initialization phase
All the vectors of the population of food sources, X m 's, are initialized (m = 1…SN, SN: population size) by scout bees and control parameters are set. Since each food source, X m , is a solution vector to the optimization problem, each X m vector holds n variables, (X mi , i = 1…n), which are to be optimized so as to minimize the objective function.
The following definition is used for initialization purposes:
where L i and U i are the lower and upper bound of the parameter X mi, respectively. And rand is a random number between 0 and 1. 
Employed bees phase
Employed bees search for new food sources (V m ) having more nectar within the neighborhood of the food source (X m ) in their memory. They find a neighbor food source and then evaluate its profitability (fitness). For example, they can determine a neighbor food source V m using the formula given by Eq. (10): where X k is a randomly selected food source, i is a randomly chosen parameter index and ∅ mi is a random number within the range [− a, a] . After producing the new food source V m , its fitness is calculated and a greedy selection is applied between V m and X m .
The fitness value of the solution, fit m (X m ), might be calculated for the problem using the following formula (11): where f(X m ) is the objective function value of solution X m .
Onlooker bees phase
Unemployed bees consist of two groups of bees: onlooker bees and scouts. Employed bees share their food source information with onlooker bees waiting in the hive and then onlooker bees probabilistically choose their food sources depending on this information. In ABC, an onlooker bee chooses a food source depending on the probability values calculated using the fitness values provided by employed bees. For this purpose, a fitness-based selection technique can be used, such as the roulette wheel selection method (Goldberg 1989) . The probability value pm with which X m is chosen by an onlooker bee can be calculated by using the expression given in Eq. (12): After a food source X m for an onlooker bee is probabilistically chosen, a neighborhood source V m is determined by using Eq. (10), and its fitness value is computed. As in the employed bees' phase, a greedy selection is applied between V m and X m . Hence, more onlookers are recruited to richer sources and positive feedback behavior is perpetuated.
(10)
Scout bees phase
The unemployed bees who choose their food sources randomly are called scouts. Employed bees whose solutions cannot be improved through a predetermined number of trials, specified as the "limit" or "abandonment criteria," become scouts and their solutions from previous iterations are abandoned. The converted scouts start to search for new solutions, randomly. For instance, if solution X m has been abandoned, the new solution discovered by the scout who was the employed bee of X m can be defined by Eq. (9). Hence, those sources which are initially poor or have failed to be improved by exploitation are abandoned and negative feedback behavior is used to trigger new exploration efforts. ABC algorithms combine local search processes, carried out by employed and onlooker bees, with global search processes, managed by onlookers and scouts, to achieve a balance between exploration and exploitation efforts. A general ABC algorithm involves the following steps (Karaboga and Gorkemli 2014):
1. Initialize the food source positions, i.e., the target locations (note in the wellbore path problems there is typically one bottom-hole target location). 2. Employed bees identify new food sources within a site of specified dimensions and exploits the best food source within that site. 3. Onlooker bees select a site depending upon the quality of the performance observed from other bees returning to the hive; they detect new food sources within the selected site and exploits the best food source located in that site. 4. Determine which sites should be abandoned and designate the employed bees visiting it to become scout bees to searching randomly for new food sites. 5. Memorize the best food sources found so far within the sites visited. 6. Repeat steps 2-5 until the solution converges to an optimum value or a specified number of iterations or computational time has elapsed (i.e., termination criteria are met).
In ABC algorithms, two parameters play key roles:
1. Acceleration coefficient (a)-determines the amplitudes of a random number (phi) used to create a new site to explore for bees; and 2. Abandonment limit parameter (L)-typically a linear function of several variables including the population size. The abandonment limit establishes an upper boundary of another parameter that records how many times bees encounter a food source at a specific search area. If the abandonment parameter value exceeds the abandon-ment limit parameter (L), that search area (site) must be abandoned and scout bees are instead sent out to search for new promising sites. The purpose of the abandonment limit is to prevent searches becoming trapped at local optima.
Other parameters, such as the number of bees in the population, are effective at impacting the computational time required by ABC algorithms to locate global optimum values of the objective function. The behavioral parameters, a and L, are used here to tune the ABC algorithm (Table 5) .
With regard to behavioral parameter "L," lower values result in greater computational time and more iterations being required to find the global optimum of the objective function. Better outcomes were achieved for the well-path optimization example by systematically varying the value of behavioral parameter "a" as the ABC algorithm progresses through its iterations. An initial value for "a" (e.g., 1 in the first iteration) multiplied by a linear coefficient (e.g., 1.0005), increasing incrementally from one iteration to the next (according to Eq. 13), combined with higher values for parameter "L" were found to produce the best outcomes and fastest convergence for the well-path design cases evaluated.
where "c" is a constant value (e.g., c = 1.0005).
Harmony search (HS) optimization
HS is a relatively recently developed optimization algorithm that has been successfully applied (e.g., Yang 2009) and adapted to solve various optimization challenges (Chakraborty et al. 2009; Daham et al. 2014 ). It is not though without its critics (e.g., Weyland 2010; Padberg 2012) who conclude that it is similar to other evolutionary algorithms in searching feasible solutions spaces and lacks efficiency by repeatedly retracing previously travelled pathways. The solutions to an optimization problem derived by an HS algorithm are progressively enhanced as a harmony is improved by refining individual improvisations by musicians while the music is being played (Yang 2009 ). The HS algorithm consists of five distinct steps:
1. Initializing the problem. 2. Initializing the harmony memory (HM). 3. Creating a new harmony (solution). 4. Updating HM. 5. Repeat steps 2-4 until: (a) the solution converges to an optimum value; (b) a specified number of iterations; or (c) computational time has elapsed (i.e., termination criteria are met).
HM is a matrix of N × M dimensions that stores N solutions each consisting of M components or variables. A new solution can be produced either by a random amendment to an element selected from the whole range of available variables, or by a small incremental change to an existing solution from the HM to explore the regions surrounding that known solution. Comparing a random number between 0 and 1 and the harmony memory considering rate (HMCR) forms the basis of deciding the manner in which a new solution will be calculated. If HMCR is set to 0.7 and if the random number generated in each iteration is lower than 0.7, the new solution is created using as a starting point a solution already available in the HM. However, if the random number generated is greater than the specified HMCR value, then the new solution is created randomly from the whole range of available variables (Yang 2009) .
Using the HM, the new solution is created using the following equations:
X OLD is chosen randomly from the HM, UB and LB are the upper and lower boundaries of the variables. And the ε is a small number between − 1 and +1 causing the new solution to be close to the old one. (Yang 2009 ).
The key HS behavior controllers are the number of solutions that are stored in the HM, known as harmony memory size (HMS), and the rate of change that is applied to the solutions taken from HM known as harmony memory considering rate (HMCR) (Weyland 2010) . A larger harmony memory (i.e., higher HMS) results in a more thorough search of the feasible solution space, but also results in higher computational time. The HS algorithm evaluated in this study adopts a process sequence illustrated by the flowchart shown in Figs. 9, 10.
The effect of the HMCR value on the progress of the HS algorithm is shown in Fig. 11 . Higher HMCR values tend to yield the better optimal objective function values as the algorithm progresses. In the HS algorithm applied here, we set HMCR as a variable so that whenever the algorithm becomes trapped at local minima, the HMCR value is abruptly decreased, enabling more as-yet-untested solutions from the entire solution space to enter the HM. Such an approach increases the chances of the algorithm escaping from local minima in which it has become trapped or locked into. Figure 11 compares the HS algorithms performance with different constant HMCR values and compares that performance with higher performance with variable HMCR values.
Another key behavioral parameter of HS algorithms is the mutation rate (R m ), which determines what proportion of the variables contributing to the existing HM solutions should Fig. 10 Flowchart of HS applied to the wellbore path optimization problem. As for the GA, there is a string of components representing a solution. Each component is responsible for a variable. Initially, a set of solutions is generated randomly and assembled as the harmony memory (HM). Based on their fitness, established from their respective objective function values, the HM solutions are ranked. Applying a probabilistic selection method (a random number from the range 0-1, but closer to 1) a solution with high fitness from the HM is selected and a slight change is applied to it to generate a new solution. That new solution replaces the lowest-ranking solution in the HM. Alternatively, the new solution may be generated independently from the whole range of solutions in the HM dependent on a predetermined threshold for the random number generated. This cycle is repeated over a significant number of iterations until the specified maximum iteration is reached be changed to generate new slightly modified solutions to be evaluated. R m should be as low as possible to make a slight change in good solutions and to explore the solution space around them. A high value of R m can abruptly disturb the searching process. R m of 0.05 is applied in this study. A potentially negative feature of the HS algorithm evaluated is that it requires a large number of iterations to achieve an acceptable "optimum" value for the objective function; however, each iteration can be conducted with relatively short computational time.
Comparative results applying tuned metaheuristic algorithms
Each of the metaheuristic algorithms applied is tuned for the wellbore path optimization Cases 1 and 2 (i.e., as defined in Figs. 1 and 3 and Tables 1 and 2 ) and then evaluated and compared for performance (i.e., objective function value and computational time consumed). Tables 6 and 7 list the results obtained for the optimization of wellbore Cases 1 and 2 of each algorithm evaluated. It is important to bear in mind that these results were obtained on a PC computer with specifications "Intel Core i5 2430 M 2.4 GHz., 4 GB DDR3 Memory." Attempts to run these algorithms on different computer systems are likely to result in different computation times, but their relative performance order will be the same.
From Fig. 12 and Tables 6 and 7 , its apparent that all the algorithms evaluated except ACO are very fast solving these complex cases involving continuous nonlinear solution spaces. GA, ABC and HS showed that in very complex problems, for which there may not be single exact analytical solutions, they can be employed to find an acceptable solution near to global optima. The modified-discrete ACO algorithm developed for this study was found not to be an appropriate solver for wellbore trajectory optimization problems, i.e., involving continuous solution space and large numbers of variables. This finding is perhaps not surprising as the original ACO algorithm was developed to address discrete optimization problems (Dorigo and Stutzle 2004) . Clearly A the ACO algorithm is better suited to solve problems with discontinuous decision spaces in the form of specified nodes in the space (Hatampour et al. 2013 ).
Discussion
A summary of the converged optima achieved by each metaheuristic algorithm applied to the wellbore path optimization Cases 1 and 2 is provided in Tables 8 and 9 , respectively. The minimum total measured depth (TMD) located by all studied algorithms is similar (except for ACO), but the computation times and number of iterations taken by each one are different. The GA and HS algorithms require more iterations than ABC and PSO to converge toward the global optima. The same TMD achieved by the algorithms suggest that all have reached good solutions, but still we cannot say these are the absolute global optima.
An important consideration in this study is that for all algorithms evaluated, a strategy of non-constant key-control parameters is applied. For example, in tuning the GA, high cross-over probability typically leads to better performance than high mutation probability. This is applied to the GA in such a way that when the GA becomes trapped around local minima, mutation probability is abruptly increased until an improvement in the GA trend is observed. The same approach has been applied to the HS algorithm such that by default a high value for harmony memory considering rate (HMCR) is applied. However, when the HS becomes trapped around local minima, HMCR is decreased to promote exploration of new solutions spaces. This strategy is applied to all the algorithms evaluated with successful results; multiple runs of each algorithm with the flexibility to vary key parameters have proven that non-constant parameters result in significant improvements in their performance. An important achievement of the algorithms developed and tuned for this study is that they can solve a nonlinearly constrained problem in less than 2 s (e.g., ABC, GA and HS in Case 1).
The wellbores studied in this paper are evaluated to minimize wellbore length (TMD). Other functions that could be set as objective functions include torque and drag on the drill string. The algorithms could also be examined for multiobjective purposes, but this requires a separate study which is beyond the scope of this work. Another consideration that can be developed by means of metaheuristic algorithms is the anti-collision constraint in a multi-well drilling program. This can represent a very complicated limitation and is the subject of work in progress by the authors.
Conclusions
Evaluation of a suite of metaheuristic evolutionary algorithms applied to complex well-path optimization provides insight to their relative performance and how they might best be tuned to optimize their performance. Key insights gained from this study are:
1. GA, HS, ABC and PSO are fast-convergence algorithms that can be successfully applied and tuned to solve complex and time-consuming wellbore trajectory design problems.
2. HS is a simple algorithm that typically requires a high number of iterations to converge toward the global optima, but does so in low computation times. 3. For each algorithm evaluated, a set of key-control parameters can be tuned to optimize their performance when applied to specific wellbore trajectory problems. Constant values applied to these parameters did not result in optimal performance. Rather, it was found that changing these parameters progressively within certain ranges through successive iterations resulted in the best performance of each algorithm studied. 4. With the exception of ACO, all algorithms evaluated in this study demonstrate their ability to solve complex wellbore trajectory problems rapidly and locate acceptable solutions close to global optima.
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